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Abstract: We attempted to apply the optoelectronic sensor entitled 'OPT101' in intensive care unit
clinics, based on its optoelectronic response characteristics in near-infrared wavelength range and
near-infrared spectroscopy principle. The successful novel applications in our lab include earlydiagnosis and therapeutic effect tracking of thrombus, noninvasive monitoring of patients' shock
severity, and fatigue evaluation. This study also expects further improvements of the detector in
noninvasive clinical applications.
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1. Introduction
OPT101 is one type of optoelectronic sensor which convert optical signal into electronic signal
with less noise [1] and signal amplification function. Currently, such and similar kind of
optoelectronic sensor has been used for fruit or stem growth monitoring in agriculture [2], nitric oxide
detection with high sensitivity [3], pulse oximetry for pulse rate and oxygenation measurement [4],
and salivary diagnosis of stomach cancer [5]. These applications of OPT101 delights us that it might
be a feasible choice as a detector in noninvasive clinical applications.
As we known, there is a demanding mission for developing noninvasive and sensitive
monitoring techniques in intensive care unit (ICU), no matter for newborn babies or for emergency
medication needed patients. Smart devices for diagnosis, monitoring, and therapeutic effect
evaluation are specially needed. For examples, Shock resulting from trauma and hemorrhage often
raise up fatal risk for patients, and the mortality rate is up to 50% [6, 7]. The salient killer deep vein
thrombosis, as a fatal complication for old patients especially after surgery, may lead to a large range
of high-incidence diseases related with heart and cerebral vessels [8]. Plus, the doctors and nurses
usually suffered long-time and exhausting working, which may increase fatigue level and cause some
undesirable accidents [9,10]. All of these requirements provided us the challenge to develop novel
devices.
Near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS), which wavelengths range from 700 nm to 900 nm, is a
noninvasive, real-time and portable technique capable of continuously measuring hemodynamic
variations in biological tissues [10,11]. The advantages of noninvasive monitoring, portability, and
relatively small-size instrumentation make photoelectric sensor based NIRS to be a proper
methodology for intensive care unit clinics (ICU). Here, we attempt to introduce an optoelectronic
sensor to ICU. Compared to common care units of hospitals, ICU requires closer observation, more
real-time/sensitive monitoring and even noninvasive measurements, allowing patients to get more
intensive care and timely treatment. As an effective, nondestructive, and non-ionizing measurement
technique, NIRS has attracted more and more researchers’ attention. NIRS has been widely applied
in various domains of science, including agriculture monitoring [12], food test [13], drug analysis
[14], medical diagnosis [15], and etc., here we mainly focus on its successful applications in life science
achieved by our group and collaborators.
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Here, we attempted to apply the optoelectronic sensor 'OPT101' in portable NIRS device design
especially for ICU use. We mainly utilized 3-wavelengths (735 nm, 805 nm, and 850 nm) integrated
LED as near-infrared light source and OPT101 as detector in our custom medical NIRS device. The
optoelectronic response characteristics of OPT101 in near-infrared wavelength range (700~900 nm)
and especially response to the utilized wavelengths in our custom NIRS device were analyzed. Plus,
the feasibility of OPT 101 in sensing the signal in the measured tissue of human body was analyzed
by realistic light propagation modeling. Then we reported the measurement algorithm for NIRS
device to measure disease-sensitive hemodynamic parameters. After that, we reported some
successful OPT101 embedded ICU-specific NIRS devices, including the one for early-diagnosis and
therapeutic effect tracking of thrombus, noninvasive monitoring of shock patients' conditions, and
the one for fatigue evaluation of long time working medical staffs [9,15,16,17]. Clinical experimental
tests were carried out to fully test the reliabilities of these devices. Our data showed successful
application of OPT101 in ICU-specific NIRS devices and the great potential of OPT101 in medicine
and home healthcare.
2. Methods and Materials
2.1. Photoelectric Detector OPT101 and applicable probe design
The photoelectric detector OPT101 (Figure 1(a)), is a monolithic photodiode which output
voltage response increases linearly along with the collected light intensity. This photoelectric sensor
is equipped with a one-ship transimpedance amplifier for extracting weak signal and accordingly
improve the effectiveness of data collection. OPT101 is sensitive to near-infrared light with
wavelengths ranging from 700 nm to 900 nm, which is suitable for our application of recording light
intensity variation at especially 735 nm, 805 nm, and 850 nm wavelengths. As shown in special
responsivity curve in Figure 1(b), the values of responsivity at the utilized wavelengths are close to
the peak value around 0.6, which benefit us to sense the light signal sensitively in our application.
Here, OPT101 was utilized to collect light intensity signals in a certain measurement site of
human body and converted to electrical signals, such as voltage signal. The output voltage response
was recorded, displayed, and analyzed in our custom software included in the developed NIRS
device specific to intensive care unit clinics.

Figure 1. (a) OPT101 detector; (b) responsivity along with wavelength of OPT101; (c-f) the probe
designs with the detector embedded according to different applications.

Figure 1(c-f) showed the probe designs with the optoelectronic detector imbedded, for the
applications of handheld curved scanning health detector (c), thrombosis detector (d), fatigue
monitor (e), and shock status reporter (f). The number of detectors, the separation between the light
source and detector, and the placement of the light source and detectors were different among the
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above application, respective to measurement region geometry and measurement algorithm. For
example, the handheld curved scanning health detector in Figure 1(c) was specially for measuring
legs, arms, and breast with round-like geometry, thus the scanning touching surface was designed to
be curved. The separation of light source and detector was 2.5 cm, which was the average optimized
value applicable to the measured body tissue. Plus, this detector application is of relative bilateral
comparison measurement, accordingly, the contralateral placement of the two OPT101 aside of the
light source is employed.
The detector for thrombus, fatigue and shock were designed into a flexible printed circuit board
with black blocking leather attached onto either sites, which allows the detector and detecting surface
fully and tightly attached to measured skin regions and therefore background noise and signal leak
were effectively reduced. The curved detector was made in a rigid circuit board design and hard
encapsulated, which was easy to be held in hand and scan on the surface of the different measured
body parts.
Within the above regime of the detector probe design, the signal to noise ratio is the key concern
for the optoelectronic detector application. Here we address this issue by taking the most complicated
structure body part head as an example. By using the approach of Monte Carlo light propagation
modeling within multi-voxelized tissue media [18], we computed out signal sensitivity distribution
(SSD) map (Figure 2(a)) within Visible Chinese Human [19,20,21] head model. SSD were shown in a
pseudo color map with quantitative contours. The SSD data showed that the separation scale of the
light source and detector approved the detectable depth within tissue to be more than 3 cm, when
the signal to noise ratio was higher than the limit of the OPT101 sensor 1×10-7. Plus, the accumulated
light signal from the tissue region deeper than 3 cm was higher than 1.27×10-6 of the incident light,
which also supported the sensitive and reliable sensing of light signal from the interrogated tissue
volume by detector OPT101. In addition, with the usage of OPT101, fNIRS technology can be realized
in a portable, small size, and compatible design.

Figure 2. (a) Signal sensitivity contour map; (b) NIRS measurement sketch map.

2.2. Measurement algorithm of NIRS
By the principle that the hemoglobin are the main absorbers of the near-infrared light, the main
chromosphere of human body water was almost transparent to near-infrared light, and different
absorption spectrums of oxy- and deoxy- hemoglobin within near-infrared range, NIRS was capable
of measuring hemodynamic variations with human tissue noninvasively. As shown in Figure 2(b),
near-infrared source emitted light into tissue, and OPT101 received the light coming out from the
tissue in the position which was distance (r0) away from the light source. With different value of r0,
physiological parameters at different tissue layer were allowed to be extracted in our OPT 101
involved NIRS ICU-specific devices. In details, the detected light intensity (I) signal by OPT101
originated from the light traveling through the measured tissue was convert to optical density (OD)
by the following equation:
I
U
OD = - log = - log
(1)
I0
U0
Where I0 was the initial light intensity. U0 and U were the initial converted voltage and the
converted voltage signal responding to I0 and I, respectively. By using the least square fitting method,
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and treating the optical density as ordinate and the distance between source and sensor as abscissa,
the relationship between the light diffusion factor at wavelength λi (D(λi)) and the slope (S(λi)) can
be extracted as follows [9]:
D λi = 2.3S λi + D(SS)
(2)
Here, D(SS) was light diffusion factor of standard sample. And the absolute concentrations of
HbO2 ([HbO2]) and Hb ([Hb]) were calculated by the following equations [9,16]:
2

C HbO2 =
C Hb =

εHbO2 λ1 µt λ1 D λ2 - εHbO2 λ2 µt λ2 D2 λ1
3µt λ1 µt λ2 ln10[εHb λ2 εHbO2 λ1 - εHb λ1 εHbO2 λ2 ]

(3)

εHb λ1 µt λ1 D2 λ2 - εHb λ2 µt λ2 D2 λ1

(4)
3µt λ1 µt λ2 ln10[εHb λ2 εHbO2 λ1 - εHb λ1 εHbO2 λ2 ]
Where εHbO2 (λi ) and εHb (λi ) were the extinction coefficients of HbO2 and Hb at wavelength λi,
respectively. And in our applications, we utilized 735 nm and 850 nm for HbO2 and Hb quantification.
The light attenuation factor at wavelength λi, µt (λi ) was calculated by [9]:
10ln λi µt SS [2.3S λi + D SS + ( 1 r0 )]
µt λi =
(5)
D SS + ( 1 r0 )
And µt (SS) was the light attenuation of standard sample. And the [HbO2] and [Hb] relative to the
initial values (∆[HbO2] and ∆[Hb] respectively) were given below [9,22]:
εHb λ1 Δµa λ2 - εHb λ2 Δµa λ1
(6)
Δ HbO2 =
εHb λ1 εHbO2 λ2 - εHb λ2 εHbO2 λ1
εHbO2 λ2 Δµa λ1 - εHbO2 λ1 Δµa λ2
(7)
Δ Hb =
εHb λ1 εHbO2 λ2 - εHb λ2 εHbO2 λ1
Here, ∆µa(λ) was the relative change of medium absorption coefficient at wavelength λ.
2.3. ICU-specific NIRS device and experiment test
The novel applications of OPT101 as photoelectric detector for ICU-specific NIRS device
development in our lab were illustrated by thrombus diagnosis and monitoring, patient shock status
monitoring, and fatigue evaluation in this paper. All these applications generated devices was consist
of three parts, which were the flexible optical probe, control circuit module, and the computer
included with control and data analysis software. The light source used was a 3-wavelengths (735
nm, 805 nm, and 850 nm) integrated LED. All the work of data collecting was approved by the ethics
committee (Approval No. XHECD-2014-005).
2.3.1. Thrombus diagnosis and monitoring
Thrombus was a severe complication which can cause serious morbidity and mortality, usually
happens in patients and those with postoperative population. Most patients with thrombus were at
risk of developing post thrombotic dysfunctions, leading to long-term morbidity and induce
ulceration, chronic swelling, skin damage, and other clinical manifestations. However, the
conventional diagnosis relied on sophisticate imaging methodologies which might also induced
invasive contrast agent injection and ionizing procedure. We proposed to develop a portable NIRS
under patients’ ease state for thrombus diagnosis, monitoring, and therapeutic effect evaluation
[15,17].
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Figure 3. Thrombus diagnosis: (a) data collection scene; (b) actual device for thrombus; (c) connection
diagram.

The OPT101 embedded NIRS device was shown in Figure 3. Figure 3(a) showed the real scene
where we collected the data from a patient suffering from thrombus on clinic field monitoring. Figure
3(b) showed our custom device design and Figure 3(c) showed the placement of the light source and
detector in the probe. Figure 3(a) also illustrated the use of the device. The probe included one light
source and six detectors surrounded. The light source and detector were driven by a control circuit
module to emit 735 nm and 850 nm light and collect signals from the OPT101s at a set timing
sequence. The distance between light source and OPT101 detector was 2.8 cm, enabling most signal
coming from the muscle layer in the early thrombus body part, such us legs and arms. We attempted
to explore if ∆[HbO2] and ∆[Hb] could reflect the occurrence or state of thrombus.
We collected data from 9 patients with thrombosis during and after therapy. We also collected
data from 7 healthy doctor for contrast. We analyzed these data and drew the scatterplot histograms
of ∆[HbO2]/∆[Hb] for statistical comparisons between both populations. Thrombolytic therapy lasted
for 1 day. With data collected the NIRS monitoring data during therapy observation time every day
until the patients recovered (six times totally), we obtained ∆[HbO2] along with days during therapy
between healthy and thrombus legs.
2.3.2. Monitoring patients with shock
Shock usually caused acute blood flow reduction, anaerobic metabolism, cellular and organ
dysfunction, and irreversible damage and death if sustained. The inevitable hemorrhage during
surgery and traumatic injury induced shock was known as a fatal complication with ~50% in
mortality [16]. The conventional clinical method to estimate shock severity was to measure blood
sample oxygen indices in the central internal jugular central vein, which was abbreviated as ScvO2.
However, the intermittent and invasive procedures to obtain this acceptable blood oxygen indicator
actually denied continuous shock monitoring, which was crucial for clinicians to catch the best time
window to rescue the patient. We developed a portable spatially-resolved NIRS device for bedside
monitoring of patients with shock.
In this application, we recommended the tissue blood oxygen saturation (StO2) measured in the
tissue surrounding the central internal jugular central vein as indicator for shock severity. And the
value of StO2 was calculated by [HbO2] and [Hb] as follows:
C HbO2
StO2 =
× 100%
(8)
C HbO2 + C Hb
Compared to thrombus diagnosis, the NIRS monitor for patients with shock (Figure 4(a)) offers
the measure of physiological parameters in the lateral neck region (Figure 4(c)). The design of flexible
optical probe was space-resolved (Figure 4(b)), allowing absolute measure of [HbO2] and [Hb]. Figure
4(a) showed the device for shock monitoring.
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Figure 4. Shock monitoring: (a) actual device for shock; (b) the probe for shock; (c) picture of clinical
experiment test scene

There were one near-infrared light source and two detectors on the probe of the monitor for
patients with shock. The distance between the light source and the two OPT101 were slightly
different, r1 and r2 respectively. The angle from one detector to the other regarding the source point
as the center was α. The value of α varies at the range of 0 to 13.5°. And the typical value of the angle
was between 4.5° and 9.5°. The set of angle was due to the two restrictions, which were the safe
distance between OPT 101 and slight difference between r1 and r2. With differential set of r1 and r2, as
well as the absolute measure algorithm, we were able to obtain the measure of the StO2 in the shockstatus-sensitive region, the tissue surrounding the central internal jugular central vein. We acquired
data from 12 patients one day after shock treatment. For comparison, we not only analyzed StO2, but
also ScvO2 which was a golden standard indicator for shock prediction, by linear analysis and BlandAltman plot [16].
2.3.3. Fatigue evaluation
The doctors and nurses always work long in the intensive care unit, accordingly the fatigue
became a severe problem requiring quantitative management and proper intervention. Here we
focused on the prolonged work or operation induced fatigue. Computer game playing paradigm was
used to mimic the ICU clinicians’ working fatigue. We recruited 10 healthy subjects to play computer
games for 7 hours with a realistic driving simulator platform as shown in Figure 5(a). Subjects were
instructed to take visual selective attention test every one hour during the whole 7 hours’ computer
game. We collected brain activities data with a portable NIRS imager (probe shown in Figure 5(b))
attached on the subjects’ foreheads at the beginning of driving and then every 1 hour (Figure 5(a)).
The brain activity response was interpreted by hemodynamic recordings ([HbO2] and [Hb]) based on
the neurovascular coupling theory. The data of variations of [HbO2] and [Hb] recorded in the
attention test was used to test if it can be used for fatigue evaluation. As shown in the Figure 5(b), the
probe of fatigue evaluation contains a near-infrared light source and 20 detectors, which composed 8
channels’ detection and allowed reducing artifact from skin by the nearest detector to the source and
absolute measures of ∆[HbO2] and ∆[Hb]. Figure 5(c) showed the picture of our custom NIRS device
for fatigue evaluation.

Figure 5. Fatigue evaluation: (a) data collection scene; (b) the probe for fatigue; (c) actual device.

During NIRS data recording, we also recorded the response of subjects to the attention stimuli
on keyboard and reaction time. For data analysis, we composited the mean behavioral factor from 10
subjects at every attention test as accuracy/RT to quantify the mental fatigue of subjects. Then we
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analyzed the relationship between the hemodynamic parameters and the behavioral data
accuracy/RT following with the fatigue increment induced by computer game playing. We also
computed the prefrontal activation map with fatigue degree increase for intuitively visualizing
fatigue adjustment on prefrontal activity.
3. Results
3.1. Thrombus diagnosis and therapeutic effect evaluation
Figure 6(a) showed comparison of the composed hemodynamic parameter ∆[HbO2]/∆[Hb]
between normal subjects and thrombus patients. In general, the value of ∆[HbO2]/∆[Hb] of normal
subjects (11.0±0.95) were higher than those of thrombus patients (9.6±1.10). Student T-test also
showed that the above measurements are dramatically different between normal subjects and
thrombus patients (p<0.001). One other side, Figure 6(b) showed the hemodynamic response to
therapeutic effect. The value of ∆[HbO2] in thrombus legs decreases after therapy, and increases
gradually during recovery phase and finally reach a significantly higher value after two days since
treatment. And for healthy leg, the value of ∆[HbO2] recovered to the initial state in one day and then
remains stable after the therapy. Accordingly, the hemodynamic response monitored by our
noninvasive NIRS thrombus monitor was shown to be capable of differentiating thrombus region
from health region of human body and evaluating the therapeutic effect, no matter composed
hemodynamic parameter (∆[HbO2]/∆[Hb]) or the relative more sensitive indicator (∆[HbO2]).

Figure 6. Measurements on thrombus clinics: (a) comparison of ∆[HbO2]/∆[Hb] between normal
subjects and thrombus patients; (b) the variation of ∆[HbO2] along with days between healthy leg and
thrombus leg.

3.2. Monitoring patients with shock
As a gold standard indicator for prediction of shock severity, ScvO2 data was also collected by
the conventional blood drop sampling and blood-gas analysis for each subject during the experiment.
ScvO2 was employed as a contrast to test if StO2 measured by NIRS shock monitor was reliable and
sensitive to monitor shock severity. Figure 7(a) showed a significant linear regression between StO2
and ScvO2. The correlation coefficient between the results of StO2 and ScvO2 was high (R=0.843,
p<0.001). As shown in Figure 7(b), there were only three data points out of the total 12 data which fell
over the 95% confidence interval for StO2. However, those three data points were quite close to the
95% confidence interval. Figure 7(c) was the Bland-Altman plot for StO2 and ScvO2, which clearly
illustrated that there exists a pretty agreements between these two parameters (the mean difference
is 4.16%). It indicated that StO2 measured in the ScvO2 origin site of human body by NIRS is potential
to substitute the current golden standard ScvO2.
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Figure 7. Comparison between StO2 and ScvO2: (a) linear analysis; (b) 95% confidence interval for
StO2 (dot line); (c) difference plot and 95% limits of an agreement (dash line).

3.3. Fatigue evaluation and data
As for fatigue evaluation, Figure 8 showed that both the prefrontal activity induced ∆[HbO2]
measured by NIRS imager and the behavioral performance factor accuracy/RT both varied
nonlinearly along with time duration of playing computer game. Figure 8(a) displayed the prefrontal
activation map following with continuous computer game duration. The pseudo color map presented
the amplitude of the activation increases gradually in the prefrontal lobe and especially in the middle
bottom prefrontal region, which was highlighted in the black rectangular box in the map (Figure 8(a)).
After we extracted the mean value of brain activation in terms of ∆[HbO2] of every subject, we plotted
its variation with duration time statistically, as well as the behavioral performance. We found that
the fatigue-induced ∆[HbO2] rise up while fatigue-induced behavioral performance fell down in a
similar opposite tendency (Figure 8(b)). Interestingly, the statistical mean ∆[HbO2] and accuracy/RT
showed a strong negative linear correlation (R=-0.896, p=0.002).

Figure 8. Fatigue measurements: (a) prefrontal activation map variation along with computer game
duration; (b) ∆[HbO2] increment and behavioral performance factor along with computer game
duration.

4. Conclusion and Discussion
With the optoelectronic detector OPT101, we innovatively developed a series of NIRS devices
for intensive care unit, including the common heath scanner, the thrombus monitor, monitor for
patients with shock, and the imager for fatigue evaluation. All of these device were noninvasive,
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portable, small-size, and real time. These devices surpassed the current methodologies or
conventional techniques used in those severe diseases in mainly noninvasive, nonionizing, and
continuous measurements. The experiment studies of each device displayed good reliability and
sensitivity. The whole study fully demonstrated the medical and life science application of OPT101
with the regime of near-infrared spectroscopy, and indicate the great potential of OPT101, as well as
the OPT101 imbedded portable NIRS, in ICU and respective home health.
Our study on thrombus monitor showed that NIRS monitoring of ∆[HbO2]/∆[Hb] played pretty
sensitive role in diagnosis of thrombus, as well as the therapeutic effect tracking and evaluation. Of
note, the monitor probe was applicable to the early thrombosis body parts, such as the legs, which
indicated the home care use of this device in early detection and development of thrombosis. In the
application of monitoring patients with shock, we found that the StO2 measured in the tissue
surrounding the central jugular vein is quite consistent with the golden standard indicator ScvO2,
which was measured by blood drop sampling and blood-gas analysis. Apparently, the ScvO2 could
not be measured continuously and real time, which actually was not possible to monitoring shock
and to predict the time window for rescuing the patients. On the contrast, StO2 measured by NIRS
shock monitor was quite proper for monitoring the coming of the shock and severity change of the
shock. As for fatigue evaluation, the variation ∆[HbO2] measured by the NIRS fatigue imager
increased with the working time and were highly negatively correlated with fatigue-adjusted
behavioral performance score (R=-0.899, p=0.0026). This finding strongly supported the quantitative
evaluation of fatigue in a noninvasive and in-situation way by NIRS.
In the future, we will expand the range of OPT101-imbeded NIRS for more applications.
However, OPT101 is expected to be realized in patch type design in the future, which would allow
the flexible and wearable design of the above NIRS devices for more convenient medical applications.
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